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Abstract
For a wide class of measures, the multifractal spectrum is shown to exist i an appropriate large
deviations principle holds, in which case the spectrum is directly obtained from the corresponding
rate function. A large deviations tool, enabling the use of the Gartner{Ellis theorem for the
computation of this rate function, is developed, and its eectivity is demonstrated. c© 1999
Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this work we relate multifractal analysis to large deviations (LD) theory. Obtaining
the multifractal spectrum is typically a hard task, and always applies to restricted classes
of measures. Our goal is to use LD theory in order to simplify the required calculations.
Recall that a collection fg of Borel probability measures on Rm satises the large
deviation principle (LDP) with speed a! 0 and rate function I :Rm! [0;1], if the
level sets I−1([0; b]) are compact for all b<1, and
lim inf
!0
a log (A)>− inf
2A
I()
for all open subsets, while
lim sup
!0
a log (A)6− inf
2A
I()
for all closed subsets. Hereafter, a=1=(− log ).
Two dierent methods are currently used in multifractals analysis. The rst involves
a Legendre transformation between the multifractal spectrum (f()) and the generalized
dimension ((q)) (Frisch and Parisi, 1985; Falconer, 1990). The classical denition of
the multifractal spectrum suers from sensitivity to the particular choice of coordinates
as well as from convergence problem, both taken care of by an appropriate correction
suggested by Riedi (1995). Alternatively, recent works involve instead the calculation
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of the Hausdor dimension of the set K of points in which the multifractal measure
has the same pointwise dimension  (Falconer, 1994; Edgar and Maudlin, 1992). It
is known (Falconer, 1997) that whenever f() exists, it is greater than or equals
to the Hausdor dimension of K, with equality holding in many cases of interest.
The advantage of the former approach to multifractal spectrum is that f() can be
estimated relatively easily in an empirical setting by counting boxes the size of which
is determined by the precision of the measurements. In particular, we adopt the former
approach to multifractal spectrum.
Let G denote the family of -boxes in Rd,
B=
dY
k=1
[lk; (lk + 1))
with integral lk and with nonvanishing P-measure. Moreover, denote by B+ the 
blow-up of B, that is
B+ =
dY
k=1
[(lk − 1); (lk + 2)):
Let N(; ) be the number of boxes B in G with measure P(B)>+, and such
that P(B+)6−. We deviate slightly from Riedi (1995) and dene the multifractal
spectrum whenever the equality holds as
f() := lim
!0
lim sup
!0
logN(; )
− log  = lim!0 lim inf!0
logN(; )
− log  : (1)
Remark. In the appendix we elaborate on the relation between the denition of grid-
regular F() in Riedi (1995) and f() from (1). It is shown that whenever either f()
exists or F() is grid-regular, provided it is a unimodal function, then f()=F().
However, there are cases in which f() may exist while F() does not, thus making
f() more attractive for applications.
This work involves the multifractal spectrum f() of any measure P constructed
according to the following, rather general, setup:
The setting. Let s>2 be an integer. Let S denote the collection of all nite se-
quences over f1; 2; : : : ; sg. Given 2 S, jj denotes its length, adopting the convention
j;j=0. Also dene S= f1; 2; : : : ; sgN as the collection of all innite sequences over
f1; 2; : : : ; sg, and let S = S [ S. For 2 S and 2 S we write ;  for the element of S
obtained by juxtaposition of  and .
Let F :=
T1
k=0 Ek , where Ek :=
S
f2S:jj=kg V () and fV (): 2 Sg are compact
subsets of Rd with non-empty interiors, satisfying:
1. The set V (;) is a closure of some nonempty open subset of Rd and for all 2 S
the set V () is geometrically similar to V (;).
2. For all 2 S we have int V ()Ssj=1 int V (; j) with this union disjoint.
3. For any 2 S, denote by () the diameter of the set V (). Then, there exist
0<r1<r2<1 such that for all 2 S, and for all 16j6s, either r1()6(; j)6
r2(), or V (; j)= ;.
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4. There exist n0; r0 such that for all 2 S, there exists n0 2 S such that jn0 j= n0 and
(V (; n0 ))r0()V () (where A := fy : inf z2A jy − zj6g).
Note that assumption 4 is weak. In particular, it is automatically satised when d=1
(with n0 = 2 and r0 = r21). Let  denote any probability measure on S satisfying the
following conditions:
1. There exist 0<m1<m2<1 such that 82 S, for all 16j6s with V (; j) 6= ;,
m16(; j)=()6m2,
2. For all 2 S, Pj (; j)= ().
Note that for 2 S, V () is a singleton. Thus, the measure , naturally induces a
measure P on the Borel sets of Rd, by P(A)= f2 S: V ()2Ag. This measure is
supported on F . Note that since the restriction of V to S is onto F , P(V ())>()
82 S, but due to disjointness of the interiors of V () and V () whenever jj= jj,
also P(int V ())= ().
Next, for any sequence 2 S, denote by  its shortest left most subsequence such
that ()6. Also denote S := f: 2 Sg. We dene a family of measures  on
[0;1) by
(A) :=
X
2S
()5A

log ()
log 

: (2)
The main theorem is:
Theorem 1.1. Let P be a measure satisfying the construction rules of the general
setup. Then f() exists i fg satises the LDP with speed a and rate I, in which
case f()= − I().
The main LD tool used for the computation of the spectrum in examples is
Theorem 1.2 below. Dene the log moment generating function as
(p1; p2)= lim
k!1
1
k
log E[(jk)−p1(jk)−p2 ]; (3)
whenever this limit exists. Here jk denotes the truncation of a sequence 2 S after
k terms.
Theorem 1.2. Assume that the following family of random vectors in R2
− log (jk)
k
;
− log (jk)
k

satises an LDP with speed 1=k and rate I2(; ). Then
1. fg satisfy the LDP with speed a, and rate
I() inf
f− log r266−log r1g
1

I2(; ) (4)
(where r1, r2 are dened in the setting).
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2. The limit in Eq. (3) exists, and if in addition I2 is convex, then
f() =
8<
: inf(1−q;−)=0fq+ g; 2

logm2
log r1
;
logm1
log r2

;
−1 otherwise:
Note that this form of the spectrum coincides with the Hausdor spectrum of the
sets K in special cases (cf. Brown et al., 1992).
Theorem 1.1, the proof of which is given in Section 2, enables the use of LD tech-
niques such as Theorem 1.2 to directly compute the spectrum in examples. The proof
of Theorem 1.2 is given in Section 3. In Section 4 we demonstrate the power of the
suggested technique on two examples: statistically self-similar measures (a somewhat
dierent denition from Falconer, 1994), and the statistically digraph recursive frac-
tals (a generalization of Edgar and Maudlin, 1992; Olsen, 1995). In particular, the
calculation in the digraph case is much simpler than the one in Edgar and Maudlin
(1992).
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Let
N 0 () jf 2 S: ()>gj:
We dene, whenever the equality holds:
h() := lim
!0
lim sup
!0
log(N 0 (+ )− N 0 (− ))
− log 
= lim
!0
lim inf
!0
log(N 0 (+ )− N 0 (− ))
− log  : (5)
The theorem is a direct combination of the following two lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. The family of measures fg satises the LDP with rate I i the equality
in Eq. (5) holds, in which case I()= − h().
Proof. First we show that fg is exponentially tight, that is, 8a<1, there exists a
compact set Da such that
lim sup
!0
a log (Da)6−a:
However, this follows immediately since
([d+ a;1))<d+a#f 2 Sg6Ca;
where the last inequality holds due to compactness of supp  and property 3 in the con-
struction. Thus, exponential tightness follows by taking any compact Da [d+a;1).
To prove the LDP with rate I when a family of measures fg is exponentially tight, it
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suces to show the weak LDP (WLDP) which is equivalent to (Dembo and Zeitouni,
1993, Theorems 4.1.11, 4.1.18):
I() = lim
!0
− lim sup
!0
[a log ((− ; + ))]
= lim
!0
− lim inf
!0
[a log ((− ; + ))]: (6)
Note that
((− ; + ))=
X
2S
()5(+;−)(()): (7)
Hence,
−a log ((− ; + ))6+ + log(N
0
 (+ )− N 0 (− ))
log 
;
−a log ((− ; + ))>− + log(N
0
 (+ )− N 0 (− ))
log 
; (8)
and the lemma follows.
Lemma 2.2. h() exists i f() does, in which case f()= h().
Proof. First assume that some  has measure between + and −. Then also
P(V ())>+, and P(int V ())6−. From its denition, V () has a subset
V 2Ejj+n0 that is internal in the sense that its distance (in the sup norm) from the
boundary of V () is >r0r1. Next, denote
n :=max

log(r0r1=2)
log r2

; n0

:
Then all V 0 in Ejj+n that are subsets of V have diameter smaller than ^ := r1r0=2,
and measure >mn1
+. Note that since the diameter of any V 0 is smaller than ^,
it intersects 2d elements of G^ at the most, which implies the existence of B in G^
that has a non-empty intersection with such subset, and such that P(B)>2−dmn1
+.
Alternatively, one writes:
P(B)>^
++C1=−log ^
with an appropriate constant C1. On the other hand, B+ int V (), and hence
P(B+)6− ^−−C2=− log ^
for some constant C2. Denoting C :=maxfC1; C2g we obtain
N 0 (+ )− N 0 (− )6N^

; +
C
− log ^

: (9)
Note that given , for  small enough,
N^(; )<N^

; +
C
− log ^

<N^(; 2):
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Also,
lim inf
!0
logN^(; 2)
− log  = lim inf!0
logN(; 2)
− log  ;
and hence
lim
!0
lim inf
!0
log(N 0 (+ )− N 0 (− ))
− log  6 lim!0 lim inf!0
logN(; )
− log  : (10)
Clearly, a similar inequality holds also when the liminf are replaced by limsup. Now,
suppose some B2G has measure >+, and P(B+)6−. Then B intersects sets
V () of total measure >+, each of which has diameter >r1. Since the interiors
of the V ()-s are disjoint, and they are all contained in B+, by volume consideration
B intersects at the most C3d(1=r1)de dierent V ()-s, and hence at least one of the
corresponding , denoted by , must have measure >(1=C3d(1=r1)de)+, which is
rewritten as
()>++C
0=−log 
for some constant C0. On the other hand, V ()B+, and hence ()6P(V ())6−:
Since V () might intersect up to 2d adjacent cubes in G, we conclude that
N 0

+ +
C0
− log 

− N 0 (− )>2−dN(; ): (11)
Note that if  is small enough,
N 0

+ +
C0
− log 

− N 0 (− )6N 0 (+ 2)− N 0 (− 2);
and hence,
lim
!0
lim sup
!0
log(N 0 (+ 2)− N 0 (− 2))
− log  > lim!0 lim sup!0
logN(; )
− log  : (12)
Assuming h() exists, and combining Eqs. (10) and (12), result with f()= h().
Conversely, if f() exists, one obtains h()=f() in a similar manner.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Lemma 3.1. Suppose ((1=n)Wn; (1=n)Vn) satises the LDP in R2 with speed 1=n
and rate J (w; v). Also, W0 = 0, jWn − Wn−1j6M for some M<1, and V0 = 0, L16
Vn−Vn−16L2 for some 0<L1<L2<1. Let n :=minfn :Vn>−1g. Then, (Wn ; 1=(n))
satises the LDP in R2 with speed  and rate
I(x; y) 
(
1
y J (xy; y); L16y6L2;
1; otherwise:
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Proof. Note that L1(1− 1=n)61=n6L2, and jWn j6M=[L1(1− 1=n)]. Thus, suces
to prove the WLDP, namely, to show that for L16y6L2, and =6M=y2,
1
y
J (xy; y) = lim
!0
lim sup
!0
 logP

jWn − xj6;
 1n − y
6

= lim
!0
lim inf
!0
 logP

jWn − xj6;
 1n − y
6

: (13)
Let n1 = d1=(y+)e−1, n2 = b1=(y−)c and n := n2−n1, noting that n6=2M .
Consequently, jWn − Wn1 j6M jn − n1j6=2 for n1<n6n2.
It follows that
jWn − xj6;
 1n − y
6

= fjWn − xj6; n1<n6n2g


jWn1 − xj62;
1

− L2n<Vn1<
1



Wn1n1 −
x
n1
6 2n1 ;
1
n1
− L2
2Mn1
<
Vn1
n1
<
1
n1

: (14)
Since 1=n1 tends to y +  as ! 0, we have by the WLDP for (Wn=n; Vn=n) that
lim
; !0
lim sup
!0
 logP

jWn − xj6;
 1n − y
6

6
1
y
J (xy; y); L16y6L2; (15)
where the lower semicontinuity of J was used.
Similarly,
jWn − xj6;
 1n − y
6



jWn1 − xj6

2
;
1

− L1n<Vn1<
1



Wn1n1 −
x
n1
6 2n1 ;
1
n1
− L1
2Mn1
<
Vn1
n1
<
1
n1

(16)
resulting with Eq. (13).
Before proceeding, we state two general LD results (cf. Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993,
Theorems 4.2.1, 4.5.10, for proofs):
Lemma 3.2 (Contraction principle). Let X and Y be Hausdor topological spaces
and f :X !Y a continuous function. Consider a good rate function I :X ! [0;1].
for each y2Y , dene
I 0(y) := inffI(x): x2X; y=f(x)g:
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Then I 0 is a good rate function on Y, and if I controls the LDP associated with a
family of probability measures fg, then I 0 controls the LDP associated with the
family of probability measures f  f−1g on Y.
Lemma 3.3. Let X be a locally convex Hausdor topological vector space. Assume
that fg satises the LDP with good rate function I. Suppose in addition that
lim sup
!0
(=)<1; 82X :
1. For each 2X , the limit ()= lim!0 (=) exists, is nite, and satises
()= sup
x2X
fh; xi − I(x)g:
2. If I is convex, then it is the Legendre transform of , namely,
I(x)=(x) sup
2X 
fh; xi − ()g:
To prove the rst statement, note that Wk =− log (jk); Vk =− log (jk) satisfy the
conditions of Lemma 3.1 with L1 =− log r2, L2 =− log r1, M =− logm1 and
 1=(− log ). Hence, by that lemma, ((− log ())=(− log ); (− log )=jj) satisfy
the LDP with speed a and rate (1=)I2(; ). The LDP for fg with the rate function
of (4) follows by contraction to the rst variable (see Lemma 3.2).
The existence of the limit in (3) is an immediate result of Lemma 3.3. To prove
the second statement, rst note that I()=1 for  =2 [(logm2)= log r1; (logm1)= log r2)].
Otherwise, combining the above with Theorem 1.1, one obtains
f()= − inf
− log r1>y>− log r2
1
y
I2(y; y):
Since I2 is convex, according to Lemma 3.3 it is the Fenchel{Legendre transform
of . Assigning t 1=y,
f()= − inf
−1
log r2
>t> −1log r1
sup
p1 ; p2
f(p1+ p2)− t(p1; p2)g:
Since (p1 + p2) − t(p1; p2) is concave in p1; p2, and linear in t we may apply
a version of the min-max theorem (Sion, 1958, Theorem 4:20) to obtain
f() = − sup
p1 ; p2
2
64((p1 − 1)+ p2)− sup
−1
log r2
>t> −1log r1
t(p1; p2)
3
75
= − sup
p1 ; p2

(p1 − 1)+ p2 − 1− log r2(p1; p2); (p1; p2)>0

= − sup
p1 ; p2

(p1 − 1)+ p2 − 1− log r1(p1; p2); (p1; p2)60

:
(17)
Noting that for a xed p1, − log r26@=@p26− log r1, and that 2 [(logm2)=
log r1; (logm1)= log r2)], we have that (p1 − 1) + p2 − [1=(− log r2)](p1; p2) is
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monotonically non-increasing in p2, while (p1 − 1)+p2 − [1=(− log r1)](p1; p2) is
monotonically non-decreasing. Hence, the supremum is obtained when (p1; p2)= 0,
and (5) follows by assigning q 1− p1, −p2.
4. Examples
We next demonstrate the eectiveness of Theorem 1.2 via two examples: statistically
self-similar measures (a somewhat simpler denition than the one in Falconer, 1994),
and the statistically digraph recursive fractals (a generalization of Edgar and Maudlin,
1992; Olsen, 1995).
In both example we make use of the following partial version of the Gartner{Ellis
Theorem (cf. Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Theorem 2.3.6, for proof):
Theorem 4.1 (Gartner{Ellis). Assume that () := limn!1(1=n) log E[eh; Zni] exists
over domain D, and satises the following conditions:
1. The interior of D contains the origin.
2. () is dierentiable throughout the interior D.
3. limn!1 jr(n)j=1 whenever n is a sequence converging to a boundary point
of D.
4.  is a lower semicontinuous function.
Then the LDP holds with the good rate function (), which is the Legendre trans-
form of ().
Note that in the special case when Zn=([− log (jn)]=n; [− log (jn)]=n)=(p1; p2)
and () above coincides with (p1; p2) of Eq. (3).
4.1. Statistically self-similar multifractals
Fix l2N, 0<r1<r2<1, 0<m1<m2<1. Let fr(i)gli=1; fm(i)gli=1 be any random
variables such that almost surely r16r(i)6r2, m16m(i)6m2, i=1; : : : ; l, withPl
i=1 m(i)= 1 and
Pl
i=1 r(i)61. The set F is the intersection of a decreasing se-
quence of sets Ek (k =0; 1; 2; : : :) with E0 a closed subset of Rd and with Ek com-
prising lk closed sets with disjoint interiors, such that each set of Ek contains l
subsets in Ek+1 each of which is geometrically similar to Ek . For each k and for
i=1; : : : ; l, choose mk(i); rk(i) according to m(i); r(i) correspondingly, independently
for all k =0; 1; 2; : : : . For each set V ()2Ek the diameters of its subsets V (; i) in
Ek+1 are (; i)= ()  rk(i), while their measures are (; i)= () mk(i). As in the
general setup, positioning of the subsets may be arbitrary as long as their interiors
remain disjoint and condition 4 in the general setting is fullled. As before, P denotes
the induced measure on F .
Remark. Note that P is a random measure, since for any choice of !fmk(i); rk(i):
k =1; 2; : : : ; i=1; : : : ; lg we obtain a dierent measure ! on S. Hence, in general we
might obtain a random spectrum i.e. dierent multifractal spectrums for dierent values
of !. We show that there is a unique spectrum for almost all !.
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Proposition 4.2.
f() =
8><
>:
inf
	(q; )=0
fq+ g; 2

logm2
log r1
;
logm1
log r2

−1 otherwise:
a:s:;
where
	(q; )= E
(
log
 
lX
i=1
m(i)qr(i)
!)
: (18)
Proof. First Note that 	(q; ) is nite and dierentiable throughout R2. Hence, by the
Gartner{Ellis Theorem, it suces to show that for every p1; p2,
	(1− p1;−p2)= lim
k!1
1
k
log E[!(jk)−p1!(jk)−p2 ] a:s:;
and apply Theorem 1.2.
With j 2f1; : : : ; lg; 16j<1, being the coordinates of , clearly
!(jk)=
kY
j=1
mj(j); !(jk)=
kY
j=1
rj(j); (19)
so that by the independence of the vectors (mj; rj),
E[!(jk)−p1!(jk)−p2 ] =
X
(1 ;:::;k )2f1;:::;lgk
kY
j=1
mj(j)1−p1rj(j)−p2
=
kY
j=1
"
lX
i=1
mj(i)1−p1rj(i)−p2
#
; (20)
where we used
P!(jk =(1; : : : ; k))=
kY
j=1
mj(j):
Consequently, by the strong law of large numbers, for almost all !,
lim
k!1
1
k
log E[!(jk)−p1!(jk)−p2 ] = lim
k!1
1
k
kX
j=1
log
 
lX
i=1
mj(i)1−p1rj(i)−p2
!
=	(1− p1;−p2):
4.2. Statistically digraph recursive fractals
Consider a directed strongly connected graph G of n edges, labeled 1; 2; : : : ; n. Let
m1<m(e)<m2, 0<r(e)<1, e=1; : : : ; n be random variables such that for every vertex
v,
P
e m(e)= 1 and
P
e r(e)61, with the sums over all edges emanating from v.
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With each nite directed path e1; e2; : : : ; ek in G, associate a set of diameter
Qk
j=1rj(ej)
and measure
Qk
j=1mj(ej), where rj() and mj() are realizations of r() and m() cor-
respondingly, and such that the interiors of sets corresponding to paths of same lengths
are disjoint, and assumption 4 in the general setup is satised. Consider the Markov
chain whose states are the edges f1; : : : ; ng of G with transition matrix  such that
(e; e0)=m(e0) if e0 emanates from the vertex into which e leads, and (e; e0)= 0
otherwise. The strong connectivity of G implies that  is irreducible.
Let (1 ; 2 ) be the Perron{Frobenius eigenvalue of the matrix 1 ; 2 with elements
1 ; 2 (i; j)(i; j)E[m(j)−1r(j)−2 ]. Then
Proposition 4.3.
f() =
8><
>:
inf
(1−q;−)=1
(q+ ); 2

logm2
log r1
;
logm1
log r2

;
−1; otherwise:
a:s:
Remark. Note that the Hausdor spectrum for the special case where r(e) and m(e)
are deterministic numbers was found in Edgar and Maudlin (1992) following a heavy
proof. Moreover, though the formalism here is essentially dierent from the one used in
Edgar and Maudlin (1992), an identical multifractal spectrum is obtained in this case.
Proof. Clearly, for jk =(e1; : : : ; ek) we have
1
k
log (jk)= 1k
kX
j=1
logmj(ej);
1
k
log (jk)= 1k
kX
j=1
log rj(ej);
where ei are the states of a Markov chain with the irreducible transition matrix .
Hence, the LDP with convex I2 that is the Legendre transform of (p1; p2)= log 
(p1 ; p2 ), is a known result obtained using the Gartner{Ellis Theorem (cf. Dembo and
Zeitouni, 1993, Exercise 3.1.4), and the proposition follows by Theorem 1.2.
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Appendix { Relating f () to Riedi’s denition (Riedi, 1995)
Dene
N+()= jfB2G: P(B+)>gj:
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Then the denition of a grid-regular F() is essentially
F() := lim
!0
lim sup
!0
log(N+ (+ )− N+ (− ))
− log 
= lim
!0
lim inf
!0
log(N+ (+ )− N+ (− ))
− log  ; (A.1)
whenever the equality holds. First, we prove that for a wide class of multifractals, f()
and F() coincide. Then we give an example for which f() exists while F() does
not, implying that f() might be more attractive for applications.
Theorem A.1. Let P be a measure that is constructed according to the general setup.
If either f() of (1) exists or F() is grid-regular, and it is a unimodal continuous
function, then f()=F().
Proof. Assume that F() is grid-regular, and 9 such that 8< F() is monoton-
ically increasing while decreasing for >. We will show that this implies existence
of f(), and that f()=F(). The opposite direction follows a similar proof.
Clearly, if f() exists, then f()6F() for all , since all the boxes that are
counted in the sum of f() are counted in F() as well. Thus, it suces to show that
f()>F().
We assume w.l.o.g. that <, since for > the proof is essentially the same.
The equality of the limits in Eq. (A.1) ensures that for any >0, and for any <,
there exist 1(), 1(), such that for all <1(), <1(), log(N+ (+ )− N+ (− ))− log  − F()
<;
namely,
−(F()−)<N+ (+ )− N+ (− )<−(F()+):
Moreover, due to compactness, there exist m<   <2<1 such that
[0; ]
m[
k=1
(k − 1(k); k + 1(k));
and such that 8k<1(k), k 2f1; : : : ; mg, and 8<mink 1(k),
−(F(k )−)<N+ (k + k)− N+ (k − k)<−(F(k )+):
Then,
N+ ()6N
+
 (1 + 1(1))6
mX
k=1
(N+ (k + k)− N+ (k − k))
6
mX
k=1
−(F(k )+): (A.2)
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Since the largest term in the sum of Eq. (A.2) takes control as  tends to zero, the
monotonicity of F() implies
lim sup
!0
logN+ ()
− log  6F() + : (A.3)
On the other hand, it is easy to verify that for any suciently small >0, N+ ()>
−(F(−)−), which also implies N+ ()>
−(F()−), since F() is continuous.
To relate F() to f() recall the denition of h() from Eq. (5) which is identical
to f() according to Lemma 2.2. Thus, we show that h()>F(). It is not hard to
verify that there are constants c1; c2 for which
c1N+ ()6N
0
 ()6c2N
+
 ();
implying that also
F()− 6lim inf logN
0
 ()
− log  6lim sup
logN 0 ()
− log  6F() + :
Thus, representing h() as a function of N+ (), and using the bounds we found,
while taking the liminf as ! 0, gives:
lim inf
!0
log(N 0 (+ )− N 0 (− ))
− log  >F(+ )− ;
provided that  is small enough such that F(+)−>F(−)+. However, epsilon
is arbitrarily small, so it can be chosen as a function of  to satisfy this requirement.
Then the proof is completed by taking ! 0.
Example A.1. We construct a measure P on the unit interval for which the spectrum
f() exists, while Riedi’s spectrum does not.
It is easy to verify that if f() exists for P1 and has domain D (0; 1), then it also
exists for P1+(1−)P2 with 2 (0; 1) and P2 being any measure that is equivalent to
Lebesgue. In this case the spectrum is just f() on D, 1 for =1, and −1 otherwise.
In particular, let P1 be the uniform Cantor measure over a Cantor set constructed
on [0; 1) by throwing out the central
3
5
fraction of each interval on each stage. Let
P=
1
2
(P1 + P2) where P2 is Lebesgue measure on [0; 1).
We now show that Riedi’s spectrum of P is not grid-regular. Grid-regularity implies
that the equality in Eq. (A.1) holds. Hence, independently of the sequence k! 0
chosen, F() must equal to
F()= lim
!0
lim
k!0
log(N+k (+ )− N+k (− ))
− log k : (A.4)
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Using the subsequence k =5−k one has
Nk () 
8>>>><
>>>>:
5k ; >1;
2k+1; 1>>
log 2
log 5
;
0;
log 2
log 5
>:
and the limit in Eq. (A.4) becomes
F1() =
8>>><
>>>:
1; =1;
log 2
log 5
; =
log 2
log 5
;
−1; otherwise:
in accordance with f(). However, we next show that for 0 = (log 4)=(log 5), along
the subsequence ^k =5−k(1− 5−2k) as k!1, we approach F2(0)>(log 2)=(log 5)>
F1(0) −1, consequently violating the equality in Eq. (A.1).
We rst calculate the P1-measures of specic 5−k -sized cells. The interval
[(n − 1)k ; nk) has a P1-measure of 2−k whenever (n − 1) has only 000s and 040s
in its base-5 representation (and measure 0 otherwise). In this case, the measure of
[n^k ; (n+1)^k) is the same as the measure of its intersection with [(n−1)k ; nk) which
is Ik; n := [n5−k−n5−3k ; n5−k). There are 2k−1 intervals of this type for n>5k−1, each of
measure 2−kP1([0; n5−2k)) which is between 2−2k−1 and 2−2k . The set [n^k ; (n+3)^k)
has exactly the same measure since the two 5−k -sized cells that are adjacent to the
right of [n^k ; (n+ 1)^k) have zero P1-measure. To compute its P-measure, divide the
former by two, and add 3  5−k =2 (which becomes negligible in logarithmic scale as k
tends to 1). Thus, for all k large enough,
^
0+
k 62
−2k−2 + 325
−k<2−2k−1 + 325
−k6^
0−
k ;
implying that F2(0)>(log 2)=(log 5)>F1(0).
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